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Potentials in a Conductor of Varying Cross Section
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A Bernoulli voltage, V&, proportional to the square of the current I, may be expected in a conductor of
varying cross section. Previous experiments to detect Vz are discussed. It is pointed out that in such
experiments a Hall voltage, Vrr ~ f2, due to the magnetic field of the current I ("eigen-Hall effect" EHE),
is superposed on Ve. The ratio Vrr/Ve is calculated. Experiments are performed on a bismuth sample of
varying cross section. The dependence of the measured voltages upon temperature and cross-sectional area
shows that the EHE is dominant over the Bernoulli eGect.

~ 'HE current carriers in a conductor may sometimes
be considered as a Quid. For example, in the case

of superconductors Bopp' has discussed the equation
of motion of a nonviscous electronic Quid and has
derived in this way London's equations with an
additional Bernoulli field,

E~——(m/2e) grad(v') = (m/2e) grad(J'/n'e'), (1)

fm=electron mass, e=charge (&0), I=concentration,
v=drift velocity, J=rsev=current density). This Geld

is, however, not observable on the outside of the
superconductor. ' '

Several authors have reported experiments on normal
conductors to detect the Bernoulli votage,

Vg= Vi—Vp= —(m/20'e')(Ji' —Js ), (2)

between two points where the current densities have
the values JJ and J2((JJ.The samples had, in all cases,
a constriction in the cross section, their shape recalling
the hydrodynamic Venturi tube. On passage of an
alternating current, a dc voltage ~ J' was looked for.
Ivashchenko' observed in iron, lead, and mercury
voltages of about 10 ' volt (roughly proportional to
the resistivity p) at 7&2.5X 10' amp/m'. But, accord-
ing to Eq. (2), we would expect & 10 "volt by assuming
m =mp

——free electron mass and 1/Ne= 10 "m'/amp sec.
Dorfman and Eagan' interpreted the voltages observed
by Ivashchenko as thermoelectric forces; after some
precautions to avoid these had been taken, the
repetition of the experiment showed no voltages above
10 ' volt in tin foils at J&6X10' amp/m'. Recently,
Chester' carried out experiments on thin 61m samples
of bismuth with 7&10' amp/m'. To get rid of the
discrepancy between his experimental data and Eq. (2),
Chester proposed that the right side of Eq. (2) be
divided by an effective mass of the order m*/m= 10 '.
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This procedure requires closer consideration. Further,
the value of m*/m for bismuth is somewhat low in
comparison with the known absolute values of the
elements of the eGective mass tensor, which vary
between 2.4)&10 ' and 2.5.'

In connection with these problems, we wish to point
out the importance of the Hall Geld EIr =RBXJ
(R=Hall coefficient, B=magnetic field). Even if no
external magnetic Geld is present, a current Rowing
through a conductor gives rise to a Hall eGect due to
its own magnetic Geld. ' This effect was named "eigen-
Hall effect" (EHE)' and used for quantitative measure-
ments in samples of various configurations. '' The
EHE generates, in a thin plate, a voltage Lsee ref. 2,
Eq. (3.35)j

Vlr = —(ln4) (esp/4') RFJ', (3)

(esp/4+=10 ' volt sec/amp m). This Hall voltage is
proportional to J' as is the Bernoulli voltage, V~.
Both voltages are superposed and their ratio (with
R= 1/ee) is

V~/V~ ——(2 ln4) (esp/4x) (e/m) (F/R). (4)

A rough estimate for bismuth films with F=10 ' m',
R=+5X10 ' m'/amp sec at room temperature' and
m=mp yields Vz/Vz ——10'. In this case the EHE is
dominant, even if we replace m by an effective mass
m*&mp.

To prove that the voltage measured is in fact due to
Hall eGect, it can be shown that the EHE and the
Hall effect generated in an external magnetic field,
correspond quantitatively. ' Additionally, the depend-
ence of the measured voltage upon the temperature,
T, and upon the geometrical dimensions of the sample
can be investigated: In solid cylinders Vz ~ R(T)sip/F',
whereas Vrr ~ R(T)ls/F (I= current intensity, F= cross
section). Disturbing thermoelectric effects due to Joule
heating which are proportional to p(T) and further-
more to 12, must be carefully avoided. In our experi-
ments we use temperature baths and a low power input.
The alternating potential of frequency 2' is measured
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TABLE I. Measurements on a bismuth sam le of the con6guration
shown by Fig. 1 (I, =1.5 amp, T=80'K.
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Measurement
No.

Current
terminals

X Y

X1 7'2

X1 Yg
X1 7'1

X2 Tg

Potential
probes

A 8 C

Ap A1 Cp
Ap C2 Cp
Ap A1 C2
A1 C2 Cp

Measured
rms

voltages

(in10 'volt)

19.8
7.5

20.5

FIG. 1. Sample and circuit diagram. (Connections for
measurement No. 1 are dashed. )

when an alternating current of frequency ~=2m)&30
sec ' passes through the sample. The measurement of
the simultaneous dc voltage is less accurate. (For details
see reference 2.)

We performed experiments on a sample of poly-
crystalline bismuth having the shape illustrated in
Fig. 1 (diameter of the cylindrical portions dr=2. 3
X10 ' m and dr=3.8X10 ' m, total length 0.1 m).
The measured voltages were proportional to 12. We
obtained the values in Table I for I, ,=1.5 amp, the
sample being in liquid air. The voltages at 80'K
exceed those at room temperature by a factor of about
six.

The Ohmic potential drop (of frequency co) is
compensated by means of the potentiometer I' in Fig. 1.
The probes outside the current terminals are at the
potential V~=VII ——0, the probes A~ and C2 are at
potentials V~ and V2, respectively. Measurements No.
1 and 3 yield the same value of V&, within the limits of
error, No. 2 and 4 likewise for V2. The mean ratio of
voltages Vr/Vs ——2.59 is near the ratio of cross sections
Fs/Fr=2. 73 Lwithin the experimental error, whereas

(Fs/Ft)'=7. 441. The Hall coefficient calculated ac-
cording to

2*' (4sr/tso)F Vrms/I rms (5)

has a mean value E=—5.4X10 s m'/amp sec and a
temperature dependence in agreement with published
data. ' Hence in our bulk bismuth sample of the
configuration shown by Fig. 1, we measure the EHE,
whereas the Bernoulli voltage is not observable (ap-
proximately V&=10 "volt for 1=1.5 amp and ns=nso
according to Eq. (2); extreme values of the effective
mass are excluded). Further studies are necessary to
prove the existence of the Bernoulli effect in a conductor.
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